
BRIAR CHAPEL HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11TH, 2022 

SUBMITTED BY LOIS SOBEL, SECRETARY 

 

Attendees: Bob Lijana, Mary O'Loughlin, Eric Delnevo, Michael Cunningham, Ashley Parson 

from Kuester and Erin Stevens, Lifestyle Director 

 

The first order of business was AndiSites. Tony presented a summary of our first meeting with 

the staff. Andrea explained what their procedures are in learning  the current site and to then 

upgrade and enhance the site. This is not a new site construction, but an upgrade and cosmetic 

changes with WordPress. Basecamp needs a few dedicated participants who will help update the 

materials and make sure that all is up to date. Andrea is sticking to our $20,000 budget but noted 

that more money may be needed at a future date. 

 

Bob will update the new people that volunteered for the Website committee and will see if they 

are still interested in helping.  He will then pass on the list of names to Tony to define specific 

tasks they can help with. 

 

Tony reported that he and Grant met with Kuester regarding the directory and noted that one site 

has the legal record of names and the BCLife will have the directory (social) and it will have to 

be manually updated for now.  There is also a backlog of changes (from October) that need to be 

made to the BCLife directory.  Work is ongoing by Kuester to get the directory current. 

 

Ashley noted that they are working to updated the sales of homes since October with reviews of 

lawyers submissions and fees collected. Ashley also noted that they are trying to set up a 

database of all computer licenses that we have with their costs and dates due. There was a 

problem as Outlook quit due to the fact that the fee was not paid. The discussion ensued 

regarding using Mail Chimp vs Constant Contact and Survey Monkey vs Formstack to send out 

Managers Monday, Friday Flash or any other materials that Erin sends out. Ashley explained 

that's the programs they have been using and it would be a cost saving. She will put a 

comparative table together for us.  It was decided that they can decide as long as the information 

was received by the residents in a timely fashion. The majority liked the new format Erin 

produced for the Friday Blast.  

 

Michael shared that the survey format was discussed at the Board meeting and noted one change 

had to be made for the 3rd and 4th points. Erin could not sent out the Park's survey as she didn't 

have the information. Bob will talk with Peter Sage to straighten the matter out and get the 

survey published. 

 

Michael will check on the status of committee reports not posted since October. These reports 

may have to be re-sent.  Mary will do the Board headlines for the meeting next week- just bullet 

points, with Eric on tap to do this in February. Bob will send in the communications report to the 

Board. 

 

Next meeting will be on Tuesday, January 25th at 5PM. 


